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Students invited to Inaugural
By RUSLYN CASE
News Reporter

October 14, 1982

II.

Dear Students:
On Friday, October 22, 1982, Fr. Charles L. Currie, S.J. wlll be
Inaugurated as the thirty.first president of Xavier University. The
ceremony will take place at 2:30 p.m. In Schmidt Fieldhouse. A
reception will be held In the O'Connor Center gymnasium Im·
m1dl1tely following lhe ceremony.
The Inaugural Committee ls extending this formal Invitation to
all of you-to attend t.he Inauguration and reception. We believe ·that y_our presence along with faculty, staff, administration,
alumni iind trustees will show our support for Fr. Currie and for
the University as we begin our second 150 years of'Commltment ·
to academic excellence.
October 22nd will be a day of reflection and rededication and ·
we urge you ~o be a par.I of It.
Sincerely,

~""·~
Phyllis W. (Mrs. John G.) Smale, Trustee

~~.

r

Daniel W. Geeding, Ph.D., Faculty
,·Co Chairs: Inaugural Committee

....... , .... ,, .. 1, .... ,11 .......... .

Schedule of Events

The Inaugural Committee has
Inauguration
been working since the beginning of
August planning the events for the
Friday, October
1981
Reverend Charles Currie's, S.J., installation on Friday, October 22.
"We wanted to make the day
something positive for the University 12:00 p.m.-1:00 p.m.
Alumni Luncheon, Terrace Room. (By invitation
and the community," said Dr.
only.) The funcheon will feature sher~ tributes
Daniel Geeding, co-chairperson of
to Fr. Currie 'from the groups invited: representhe _committee. Phyllis Smale, a
tatives from Student Government; students
member. of the board of Trustees, is
representing academic deportments; faculty
co-chain with Geeding.
representatives from each deportment; alumni
Approximai:ely 4000 handrepreszntotives and Parent's Club represenaddressed invitations were sent out to
tatives.
colleges, universities, XU alumni and
Inaugural Cersmony, Schmidt Fieldhouse.
friends, as well as students and facul- 2:30 p.m.-4:15 p.m.
Open to community leaders and students. It
ty. "We have had about 1100
will begin with a procession comprised of
responses," Geeding said.
faculty, administrators and representatives
He also stated that the Inaugural
from other colleges and universities.
Committee, which includes representatives from the student body, faculFaculty Racaption, O'Connor Sports Center.
ty, and various boards and councils at 4:30 p.m.-5:45 p.m.
This is a wine and cheese reception open to
Xavier, was established but not run
those attending the Inauguration.
by Fr. Currie.
"Fr. Currie set (the committee) up 5:15 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
Trustaas R•caption, Main Dining Room.
and attended the first two meetings,
University Center. This is o private reception
but for the most part, he allowed us
for 200 guests.
to plan the events,'' Geeding comments. He added that Fr. Currie
President's Dinn•r, Terrace Room. This is a
wanted the inauguration to be 7:00 p.m. private dinner for· Fr. Currie's family and out-centered on the University, not on
of-town guests.
himself.

lttutti:u1nll • ... 1111lh"o'
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By BERNIE THIEL

Friday, October 15
·
.
. . ,
8:00 p.nl.
Xavier Players will present the play, ~harl1~ s .
Aunt by Brandon Thomas in the Xavier Umvers1ty Theatre. Admission is free with XU 1.0., nonstudents are $3.00; The performance will be
repeated on Sunday.
·
Saturday, October 16
·
12:00-1:00 p.m. Lunch: The Grill will be open in the University
· Center:
2:00 P·~·
· Soccer:' Xavier faces Wright State ·University of
·
Dayton, Ohio, on Corcoran Field.

4:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
6:00-8:00 p.m.
. 7:30 p.m.

.8:30 p.m.
Midnight

Mass will be in Bellarmine Chapel.
Cocktails will be served in t.he Terrace Room.
Dinner: The main dining room will serve the
families.
Xavier's ·Band and Singers wiUgive a concert in
the Xavier University Theatre. Admission is free.
·The performance will be repeated on Sunday at
2:00 p.m.
Casino and dance will be in the O'Connor Sports _
Center.
·
Dr~wing for the ·trip on the·MidnightMississippi
Queen will be held.
·

Sunday, October 17
.
.
.
.
· 12:15 a.m.
Champagne breakfast will be served in the mam ·
dining room.
· ·
·
·

News Reporter

More undergraduate students, are
enrolled for the 1982-83 academic
year at Xavier than ever before. At
the present time, there are 3,985
students enrolle'd at the
undergraduate level, 132 more than
last year-, according to the Admissions
Office.
·
"We ·rriade a stronger effort to
recruit this year," said Rene Durand,
dean of Admissions and Financial

·-

Aid .."It seems like every year we
work harder, and this year it really
paid off. We tried additional mail-.
ings and a few things that we haven't
done before. "
Also contributing to the increase
are the larger number of en.rollments
at the College of Continuing Education (CCE) and Edgecliff College.
CCE enjoyed a 10 percent increase in
its program, bringing its enrollment
up to 1038 from last year's 942, w~ile
Edgecliff found an 8 percent rise in
its students, from 667 in 1981 to 718
in 1982, Durand noted.

enrollment is at a new high, total
enrollment is down 1.8 percent from
last year due to a drop in Graduate
School enrollment. Most of the
Graduate School's loss of 264
students was felt .in the MED and
MBA programs. "Fewer teachers are
coming for masters' degrees because
of reduced grade and high. school
enrollments," said Minahan. "The
depressed business activity and the
rising unemployment rates certainly
have contributed to. the lessened
MBA activity. These two programs
would naturally be the first to feel
the effect of our times.''

A third reason for the rise of
Although this year's recruiting efenrollment is the cooperation be- forts were a success, Admissions will
tween Admissions and the Financial not be content to relax next year.
Aid Office. "We have a good work- "It's like running on a treadmill,"
ing relationship with financial aid," explained Durand. ''You. have to
explained Durand. "They've done a work harder just to stay in the same
great job of showing people who are place. Next year, we'll have to work
interested in going to Xavier how harder just to even this year's total.
· We hope to get at least as many
they can afford it."
freshmen next year as we did this year
This year's enrollment has also and try to increase our transfer
seen a rise in the quality of incoming students. We received high quality in
freshmen: Almost half of the new our freshmen this year and we want
freshmen this year had a grade point to continue that trend next year."
average of .3.0 or better in high
school. This is due to an "intensified
Minahan also expressed optimism
and strengthened scholarship-recruitfor future enrollment. "We expect
ment activity," according to - Dr.
enroliment in these programs (MED
john P. Minahan, academic vice
and MBA) to stabilize and a new
president.
graduate program to be developed in ·
· Although the undergraduate
.the next few years.''
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The Xavier News is published weekly thriiughout the school year by the studenls of Xavier
University, 3800 Victory Pkwy., Cincinnati, Oliio 45207. \'earlv subscription rates are $7.00
within lhe U.S.A. The statements and opinions ul lhe X,n,rer News are not necessarily Ihose of
the student body, faculty or administralion ol Xavier.
Entered as third class maller at the U.S. Post Office under pNmit number 1275.
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lR•r., ltblr •ulh. lori Guidus, Onid Kieft, Bill
Photo Edito.r , ... , .......... Tony Martino
kronenberxer, kellv Martin, Lind• Meacci, Sue
Mmtin,R, Pegy Mone, t.ura N•bors; Mille
Calendar coordinator ..... , Jack Donaldson
O'Neill, Benetta Roper, Tom Sal•tlo, Bob
Copy Editors: ..... , . , ..... , . Chris Bestfelt,
Srholl, Marjilaret She•, ,ue Skees, Nancy Suer,
Pat Craven
Bernie Thiel, Lil lhole, Jeanne Vennemeyer;
Columnists: .. , ... , ........ , ... Paul Blair,
Phulo Dep.artmenl:
.
Daryle Lewis, Jerry Schutzman
Simon 8.tfho•, Charh•5 BerfuiJ, Lori Guidos,
Cartoonists: ... , ... , .... Mary' Beth Thomas
Doug HeisehnJn. D.:1ve Roth.
.
foe Tromblay
Spotts Dep•rtment:
Jim Barter, Tom Eiser, GreR Jones, Jerry Klems,
qrculation Manager , ..... , , Brian Grismer
Jim lacey, Cuoline lutz, Tom McPi•P. Ellen
fournalistic Advisor . , ..... , , , ... fean Dye
· McliRUe, Chris Moore, Alan Pat ..• t:;.,~f~
Business Advisor . , . , .. , . , .. Robert Becker
Schetet, Suzi Seger, Greg Sich .. L. 111~1.!1,h
Zakrai_sek,

XAVIER NEWS - SG SOFTBALL
This Friday, the Xavier News will be challenging Student Government in a softball game at 2:00 at the O'Connor Sports Center. Donations for 'l!nited Appe~I will be collect!!d in this "battle o~ the pow~rs."
Immediately followmg the game, tree refreshments will be available
in the Schmidt Fieldhouse from 4:00 p.m. until 6:00 p.m. All students
arc encouraged to attend and support the group of their choice ..
Any member of either group who has not yet been contacted about
playing can sign up at their respective office.
MEET FR. CURRIE ·
. _.,,~" ·:, :·. ·.
Student Government's Student Relations Cqinin.it~ee is sponsoring
an open forum at which any student will be able to meet university '
president Reverend Charles Currie, S.J. and ask questions. The/orum
. will be this Thursday, October 21, in the Theatre,.. at 2:00 p.m.
_Refreshments will be served on Brockman court immediately following.

TGIF

Xavier Police ·apprehend two
suspects in campus burglaries
By SUE MONING
News Reporter

Two arrests were made last weekby
Xavier Police, the first involving a
suspect in the May, 1982 thefts from
the XU Armory and the Brockman
Hall T. V. Studio, and the second involving asuspect in the auto break-ins
on Pacific' Avenue and U.S. Shoe
property.
Xavier ,Police .Officer Michael
Couch received a call from
maintenance workers in Brockman
Ha"II on October 4, concerning a

UNITED APPEAL MIXER
SG's Community Participation Committee is sponsoring a United
Appeal Mixer tomorrow from 9:00 p.m. to J:OO a.m. in the Armory
(not the cafc as was previously stated). Music will be provided by Night
. Crew. Admission is $1.00 and all proceeds will go to the United Appeal
student fund drive.

He was Identified from a police
photo as Kevin Kinny, a black male
in his early thirties, with a previous
record of 12 misdemeanor and five
felony arrests. Ac the time, there
were five arrest warrants 9n Kinney,
and property from the T.V. Studio
was found in his car.
''This arrest is just an example of

I
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The Men's Basketball team opens its season this Friday with its first
formal practice from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m. 'lit Schmidt Fieldhouse. All
are invited to this event. Free refreshments and door prfaes will be available.

susp1cwus person in the buildfng.
The suspect was found in the study
area of the building, and was taken
to North Hall Security Office for
questioning.

.

'Printing While You

Quality printing ••. Quick Hrvlct·; •• Quotable prlc111
. • Broctlur..·
• Carbonle•• Forms ,., . • Newsletter•
• Ptr-•llnd Forms • Pr09ram1
, •Price Litt•
• l!nv1lope1
• Manuela
• Mlriu1 ,
• Bullttln1
• Bualn111 Card•
• Bootclela
•
• Pamphlet•
• Lattlfflald•
• Foldlnf
tj"f"FT~
• Clrculars . • lnvltallon•
• Collttlng
•
.
® • Legal Brl•I•
• Flyer•
• Plddlng

Call Now tor Quick Quotations on Your PH~tlng Need•·
.,4574 MONTGOMERY ROAD-NORWOOD, OH 45212-831-1480

'
·-----~!!'!!.~~·!!~~·~.!·...!!'..!'!!8.!.~'!!.'!..___ ...J

TIIEATRE
Xavier University Theatre Arts Department and the Players will present Charley's Aunt by Bra~don Thomas on October 14, 15 and 17 at
8:00 p.m. in the University Center Theatre. Tickets are,free with XU
I.D. and $3.00 for non-students. For more information, call 961-4~70 ..
:·swtM TEAM
,.
.
.
There will be an organizational meeting for both the Men's and
Women's swim teams Monday, October 18, in the O'Connor Sports
Center at 4:00 p.m.
·
PUT GOD IN T.G.I.F.
The Pied Piper invites each Xavier commuter and resident co the first
Mas and Meal at 5:00 p.m. this Friday. Sign up at the Information
Desk.

COMMUNICATION ARTS MAJORS
Students anticipating a career in communication ans are encouraged
to attend the forum ''Careers in Communication Arts'' on Thursday,
October 28 in the Terrace Room from 1:30-2:30 p.m. There will be
three guest speakers from the field. Sign up in the Career Planning and
Placement Office.

MARKETING MAJORS

.

Students anticipating a career in marketing arc encouraged to attend
"Careers in Marketing," a fonim held on November 2 from 5:30-7:00
p.m. in the Terrace Room. Sign up in the CP & P office.

Cold 'n Quick Drive-Thru
, 3640 VINE STREET .
Honie of the Coldest Beer In Townl
Only 5 Minutes from Xavlerl

VOLUNTEERS
Volunteers arc needed to help with mentally handicapped adults.
Meetings arc held 7:30-9:30 p.m; on the first Friday of each month.
·This month's meeting will be held on October 15 in the Hearth Room.
Call Lynn Swab or Nittcr Broderick at 631-6690 for more information.

LIBERAL ARTS MAJORS
The first of six forums in the Liberal Ans Alumni Career Series will be
held on Thursday, October 14 frorA:30-2:30 p.m. in the Terrace
Room. The forum is entitled "Careers for English Majors." Sponsored
by CP & P.
.
·'

1HEOLOGY
Dr. Dean Fowler of the Marquette University theology department
will speak on "Dogmatism and the Creation/Evolution Controversy"
on Thursday, October 21, 7:30 p.m. in Kelley Audicor~m of Alter
Hall.

FREDIN SCHOLARSHIP
The Fredin Scholarship recipients from ·1981-1982 will be available
October 19 at both 4:00 p.m.' and 7:00 p.l)l. to talk with interested
students about making an application this year. The meeting will be
held in the Fordham Room.
.
·

Speclallzlng in 9mptWtedCBeMgof the, world
St. Pauli Girl
Labatts
Molsen
Moosehead

Dos Equis XX
Becks
Tecate Cerveza
Heineken
Carlsberg-Elephant Malt
Fosters Lager
Guinness Stout
... and many. many morel

Fast & Easy

Mon~Thurs 'til 12:30;
Fri & Sat 'til 1:30; Sun 'til 12 ·

Call 221-5200.
for our selection!

The 1982 Homecoming will be at Stouffer's Bronze Room on October 23 at 9:30 p.m. Tickets will be $12.00 per couple and are on sale
·
in the University Center.

WEEKEND AWAY
The Black Student Association and Afro-American Student Development are sponsoring a weekend away at th~ Marydale Retreat Center
October 29-31. Anyone interested should register by phone or in person .·
at the AASD office, 3846 Ledgewood, no later than Tuesday, Occciber
26. There is a registration fee of $10.00, payable at Finn Lodge, but
some scholarships arc available. For more infornfa'tion, phone
745-3181.
.
.

TIME MANAGEMENT
STUDY HALLAfro-American Student Development is also sponsoring a general
study hall Monday through Thursday from 5:30 p.m. until 9:00 p.m ..For assistance, call Ms. Beverly Pryor at 745-3181.
·

The second arrest was made on Oc~
tober 5, in connection with the recent
auto break-ins near the. U.S. Shoe
property and Pacific Avenue. Since
mid-September, ·members of the
Great Oaks Police Academy and the
Active Detective Bureau· have served as stakeouts in the area.
The suspect, James Campbell Jr., a
black male in his mid-thirties, was
sighted attempting to enter a car on
Septembe'r22. He was observed a second time on October I, again looking into autos along Pacific Avenue.
Stakeout officers matched him
with the description of the
September 22 suspect, and Xavier
Police officers Wood and Couch pursued the suspect ·to Evanston. Due to ·
a lack of evidence, Campbell had to
be released. ·
Henry B. Middendorf, one ()f the
officers who observed the suspect on
September 22, positively identified
Campbell from a police photo, and
he was arrested on October 5. by
Xavier Police in cooperation with the
. Cincinnati Police.

A~co"rding ti> Chl~f w'ooci."'camp:
bell has a history of 23 misdemeanor.
and five felony arrests, half of which
involve the thefts of stereo equipment from parked cars. "We have no
doubt that he's respon.sible for all the
break-ins around Pacific Avenue,"
added Wood.- He observed that the
thefts followed a. pattern, occurring
mainly in the middle of the week,
'and this aided. Xavier Police in their
investigations.
Chief Wood added that in addition to these two fclqny cases, a grand
jury recently indicted the suspect in
the August wallet thefts on campus.
This case will be coming to· trial in
the next few weeks.

Thesis Typing
Done In my. home .
Contact Kathy Trummel
341·1256
, TYPING
Tenn Papers, Dissertations, Etc.
Experienced Professional
IBM Selectric II typewriter
. Reasonable Rates!.·. ··
321·6791

In-car Service

HOMECOMING

Afro-American Student Development is sponsoring a time management workshop this evening at 6:30 p.m. at Finn Lodge.

what we mean when we ask for tips,''
emphasized Police Chief Dan Wood,
stressing that without the tip, Kinny
may not have been arrested. He,added that Kinny is also suspected of
June thefts in Brockman Hall. Wood ·
speculated that if witnesses are able
to identify Kinny in a Cincinnati
Police line-up, additional charges are
possible.

251-4000
-Another fine
service from

rs.s.

·,r'
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Budget $Urplus reported
for tenth consecuti_ve year
By DAVID KIEn
New1 Reporter

The Business-Finance Office of
Xavier University announced a
$25,915 surplus for the fiscal year en~ing June 30, 1982. This marks the
tenth consecutive year Xavier has
balanced its budget.
Last May, Xavier was proposing a
$200,000 deficit in its budget, but a
drastic turnaround . resulted. This
change came ab'out from several imponant factors according to Irvin
Beumer, vice president of BusinessFinance. "One imponant factor,'~
..stated Beumer, "was due to the large
cooperation by all budget administrators, in conserving their
operations.'' This resulted in
$300,000 in budget allotments that
were unspent.
According to Beumer, a major con}ribution from the Jesuit Community
gave Xavier an added $192,045. This
gift was all the excess funds that were
apportioned to the Jesuit Community, and not used.
In the past decade Xavier's Jesuits
gifts have amounted to S1, 981, l 55.
''The Jesuit gift is, and has been a
significant factor in meeting many of
XU's needs,'' noted Beumer. ''Jesuit
generosity has relieved some of the
great stress which high inflation has
placed on higher education in recent
years.''
Another reason for the surplus is a
7. 5 perc'erit increase in gifts from
alumni, parents, friends and corporations. This year's total outside
gifts amounted to $2,780,000.
Beumer added that donor dedication
to quality education enables the
school to minimize studeht costs.
Finally, endowment incomejs·up
over last year· by S73;ooo·. ·This is a
result . of additions to the fund
through gifts and an increase in
dividends.
Originally, the call for a deficit was
attributed to the inflationary costs of

goods and services, Beumer declared.
He cited such expenses as telephone
S162 ,000; utilities S 1, 117 ,000; staff
benefits $1,675,000; computer
center $655,000; renovations
$310,000; and library expenses

'The 1983-84 budget is in the preparative stage now. It will be
presented to the Reverend Charles L.
The $25,000 surplus docs not Currie, S.J., during the first week of
benefit any one interest. It will not· December. On 'December 15, the
be spent on any one item. Instead it · budget will be presented before the
will be added to the Surplus Account Board of Trustees for final approval.
of the General University Fund, according to Beumer. This Surplus AcIn,. looking to the future Beumer
. count now totals $394,396.
stated, "We look to this current fiscal
year and to the future with conThe surplus figure is not a very fidence. Our cash flow is good, and
significant number in relation to the we arc heading in a positive
total budget for 1981-82 which was direction."
·

S5H,OOO.

.

1 .

Miami offered not only an oncampus facility to hold the concert
and low production costs which
would lead to higher profits by the
band but also the absence of competing concerts in the immediate.
area.
Cliff Dieh.I, Student Govern•
ment Concert Committee chairman,
said, "Looking at the brighter side,
the gate attraction could have been
decreased with Billy Joel, Barry
Manilow and Linda .Ronstadt being
in the area around the same time.''
Lucci said that the cost factor would
have been. too high if the concert
were to be held on cai:npus.

•

ted after testing out of the course. these new audits out by November
(academic record), and a degree audit
worksheet:
Also, he has had a problern transfer-· 15.
Kaiser explained. that 600 of these ·· ring credits from Northern Kentucky
Approximately 300 seniors received incorrect information from the packets were compiled, and ''over
Univcristy.
Kaiser points out that the
registrar on their degree audit half had work on their transcript
transcript mailed in the package was
worksheets, according to Registrar which did not show up on their
Two hundred audits still remain to manually done and is accurate. Any
degree audit." He said the problem
be changed. Unfortun~tely, these student can find what courses he
James Kaiser.
The Degree Audit Worksheet is a lies in the new ·computer system of audits will have to be done manually must take by comparing the
form which states the courses that a compiling student data. Because the
and will require 400 to 500 hours to transcript with a list of graduation
student has taken and classifies the computer was not programmed to complete. The registrar hopes to have requirements.
courses according to the requirements . store advanced placement or transfer
credits, none of these credits showed
that they fill.
IT PAYS TO ASK QUESTIONS.
The degree audits sometimes omit- up on the degree audit worksheets,
Low Price Coverage!
ted courses taken by die students. 1 which .are generated by the com.Consequently, some seniors appeared puter. The problem in the computer
to receive fewer credit hours than has been temporarily resolved, and
INSURANCE
they had actually passed, said Kaiser. about 100 audits have been
871-3340
corrected.
In mid-August a packe.t_c(infor- · ·
.
..
.(.,
Trey' Daly; a senior politicalsdence,
mation was·scnt to students who have·;·
completed 85 credit hours adCavier. major, is one of the seniors who
The packet contained a copy of the received incorrect information. His
requirements of the individual's ma- degree audit worksheet stated that he
jor, a copy of the core· requirements, still needed credit for English Coma ·copy of the student's transcript position, from which he was exempBy BILL KRONENBERGER
N1W.Reporter

CBiQQ <:RettgMtttg

'

If rhe answer ro rhor quesrlon is YES - coll us or...

GREENE COUNTY SPORT

PARACHUl'I CENTER

By KAREN PLAUT

Xavier will· not be one of the stops
on Chicago's college tour this year according to Bill Lucci, assistant dean
of activities. Instead the band's
November 7 opening will be filled by·
a visit to Miami University.
;
Lucci noted that for Xavier to hold.
the Chicago concert "there would
have been a lot of pieces involved and
the band wanted something
sim.ple.''
When the Howard Rose Agency
was planning its client's tour.
schedule,. negotiations for 'college
dates were conducted through
university representatives, Lucci continued. However, Kenco Corporation, in conjunction with Xavier, was
· sponsoring the concert tQ be held at
the Cincinnati Gardens. Chicago a.nd
its agent objected to the outside involvement of Kenco, who conducted
most of the negotiations instead of
~avier representatives.

A sign near the entrance to the. form•• U.S. Shoe property shows
clearly what the area Is ~o look like when all work Is completed.

Registrar· issliflS incorrect degree audits

Chicago cancels
Gardens concert
New1 Reporter

$24,500,000 but Beumer pointed out
that the figure was ''in the black not
in the red" which he called a significant item.

Et1uc1tlon1I Center

Skydiving_

Monroe 51ding l\d .. Xenia. Ohio

Did you ever wont to JUMP
out of an airplane?

Jump 01 your own rlJk.
Po1enrlolly Don9111ous Risks Involved.

51J·J76·929J. 372·6116

TEST PllEPAIATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1931

;

For Information About Other Centers In More Than 80 Major US·Cilies & Abroad

Outside NY State CALL TOLL FHE: I00·223·'112

5th Dimension Night Club
731-6661

Featuring:

/Live Entertainment
Friday and Saturday Night
and
Sunday Night_ is

Xayier Night
·Open Nightly till 2:30am
3976 lVlontgomery· Road
at Prentiss.
(on the right)

O::';.._---------,-.-------------------
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Boycott, .code are· misguided
'

.

·-

.

Homecoming is on October 22. Homecoming will be held at Stouffer's Cincinnati
Towers, which is owned by Nestle. A boycott is in effect against Nestle, therefore, all good Christians should boycott.Homecoming.
Or so the argument goes.
·
Proponents of the boycott seek Nestle's submission ·W die World Health Organization's (WHO) code regulating the advertising and marketing of infant formula. Though ·
the Swiss corporation promised to comply, it has apparently not yet done so; therefore,
the boycott continues.
·
The WHO code, which bans the advertising of.infant formula and regulates other
aspects of its marketing, is a monument to international politicans' ability to interfere
and destroy without solving problems. Though the code is allegedly voluntary, the same
conference which adopted it also approved resolutions requesting that the world's
governments translate it into law.
This code and the accompanying enforcement recommendations are obviOi.Jsly an attack upori-the producers of infant formula. The right to- advertise, provided that the
advertisement is accurate, is a natural corollary of the right to trade. Instead of coming
out' in favor oftruth in advertising, the code mand:ues the total destruction of infant
·
formula advertising.
The code is also a threat to the freedom of the world's mothers. The decision of
.- whether or not to breast feed a child is an extremely personal one. Though breast
feeding is-generally recognized as nutritionally superior to bot~le feeding, no mother
Election 82: first in a series
makes clecisions in a vacuum. A given mother's situation may be such that the
statistically best· way of doing things is not necessarily best for her.
In calling for a ban on formual advertising, the code deprives mothers of vital information on the options available to them. Proponents of the .code are in effect saying,
With another election day coming soon, it - bill which would have provided for income tax
"We know what's best for yqu, and the only information you need is that which we
seems timely to i:xamine a candidate from indexing. Indexing was intended to make
know is accurate."
Responsibility for providing needed information is to rest. with allegedly impartial Ohio, one of the 518 or so most powerful men allowances when rhe middle class taxpayer is
in the coun.try: Senator Howard Metzenbaum. pushed into a higher tax· bracket because of
international and national health authorities. Presumably an ultimate example of virtue
, Whether we like it or not, political decisions inflation.
on this count is the government of Algeria, which enjoys a monopoly on the importa- affect every part of our lives as well as countless · · On more than 40 occasions, Metzenbaum
tion, sale and distribution of information regarding infant formufa. Public-spirited lives around the world. We have no· choice voted with the pro-abortion forces to c~ntinue
bureaucrats and doctors are available to protect the citizen and extol the virtues of breast whether to· be involved or not involved. We the government-sanctioned killing of our nafeeding.
simply must evaluate men like Metzenbaum · tions' most helpless citizens: unborn children.
Abortion is a disqualifying iss.ue. Like sup·
Mysteriously, Algeria's formula imports have soared in recent years. Apparently in- with respect to their record of public ... activity.
fant formula provided by private companies kills babies but formula provided by !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! .. port of slavery, sµpport of abortion disqualifies
a ·candidate from office on the grounds that he
governments and the WHO does not.
.:
·;
I·
·· ·_
::.
·";or:
she .·is ;too. intellectually ignorant,: corrupt· or.·
ltis unfonunate· that the -WHO and ifs supporters have to sp~nd
their time making
1
- morally deformed in.oui:look to· hold poblic:of.: ..
attacks and gestures instead of coming up with real solutions.
·
·ay Jerry Schutzman
fice. 0(1 the other hand, this does not mean
:~

Met~enbaum

is out .of step·

'Obiter· Dicta·

Letters ...... _...,..,...,..
Apathy . Day
The first battl~ _against apathy was ,
fought on Friday, October 1. Throughout the
two hour Apathy Day festivities more than 100
people came to listen co the three representa·
tives of major gubernatorial candidates and ob·.
tain information on a variety of issues.
I would like co thank all the people and
organizations that contributed to this successful event. The next battle is November 2,
Election Day. Don't forget to VOTE!

Trey. Daly
Chairman, Legislative Action
Committee

aple to do something in the five years the boycott has been in effect. To make the people
responsible for this hypocritical behavior take
che .boycott seriously, a boycott of fhe Homecoming Dance is in order.
Xavier people should still use the occasion to
enjoy a good dinner dace and a night out, but
they shoulqjust skip the parts at Stouffer's.

Michael Rossi

Columnist has wrong
reasons

Metzenbaum is especially important
.. because, while he is one of the bolder anti.Christian, anti-natural law Senators, he is also
typical of the· type of ''leader'' Americans have
been increasingly electing over the past several
·
decades; His record speaks for itself:
• On May 29, 1974, he voted to kill ai:i·
amendment which would- have forbidden
Export-Import Bank foans and credits to any
communist dietatorship.
• On June 14, 1974, he voted against an
amendment which would have forbidden U.S.
representatives in international lending
organizations from voting for loans to na_tions
which violate human rights.
·
• On June 28, 1978, he .voted to scrap an
amendment which expressed the will of Congress to cut off all relations with Cuba until
that dictatorship pulled its troops out of Africa.
Cuban troop~ were and are waging war to help
enthrone the· Marxists in Angola and elsewhere.
.
·
•On January 29, 1980, he voted to give $75
million in aid to the Marxist Sandanista
..
government in Nicaragua.
• Metzenbaum also voted against an amendment whichr would have prevente'd the U.S.
director of a proposed new monetary fund from·
-giving loans . to nations which give aid or
assistance to terrorists and hijackers.
On taxes, Metzenbaum has. l;Onsistently
voted against the constituti.onal amendment tO .. c
require a balanced budgei:. While continually
voting for higher taxes, he also ~voted against a

that anyone who is pro-life is necessarily quali·
fied for office.
·'
On the other side of the coin, Metzenbaum
co~sponsored a bill which . would have prevented the manufacture or sale of leg-hold
traps for animals. Very touching. Hypocritic~I.
too, in light of l:iis stand on abortion ..
One other vote deserves mention. On Oc"
tober 10, 1977, the Senate approved, 73-13, an
amendment to criminalize the interstate or
foreign distribution of material showing chil·
dren under the age of 16 engaging in sex ..
Metzenbaum, believe it or not, was among the
minority voting against this attempt to curb
kiddie pornography.
Metzenbaum' s record is shamefol in other _
areas as .well. The point, however, is that we
have a responsibility to inform ourselves and
prevent men like Metzenbaum from. being
..
"
.
elected.
Since many times, as in this race, there is no
longer a true alternative (due to the untimely
death ofJohn Ashbrook), there is a tendency to
want to "drop out" of political thinking altog~ther. We must resist this temptation, even
if it means voting for a ~ounct third.-party
candidate or even writing in a naffie......:.say ·
Mic~ey Mouse-to show our disptea5i.ire with ·
the lack of choice provided by the two major
p_anies.
-·
·

To say that Paul St. F. Blair docs not know·
what he is talking about because he thinks
Steve Garvey (Dodger 1st baseman) is the NFL
Players Association Executive Director would
be unfair ... wouldn't it? But perhaps a further
examination of his 1017182 column might produce a similar conclusion.
.
As the baby boom came to a close, about 20
When will Mr. Blair stop making cavalier
years ago, the manufacturers of baby formula statements of dubious veracity that he a5sumes
started looking for new markets in. the Third to be unquestionable principles as if they were .
. jerry Sch.utzman is a senior pre-med major.
World. The sales pra1tices in these areas caused written in stone by the very hand of God? .
He ran· unsuccessfully for Cincinnati City
His first assumption .was ,that th~ football
a considerable increase in the infant mortality
Councilin 1979 and 1981 on tlie Cincinnatus
rate.
strike could be ended by eliminating comParty tjcket.
International concern over t~is problem led pulsory unionism, This is a truism, but such a
ro the formation of a set of minimum stand.uds solution does not address the problem - that
What is truly unfair about this a5sertion is . miniscule wages.
for the sales of baby formula in the Third owners are making billions of dollars on televiIt must be noted th'at pan of Mr. Blair's
World. All of the manufacturers concerned ex- sion contracts while continuing to raise ticket
that Mr. Blair fails to recognize management's·
cept for Nestle complied with these standards. prices and. the players are dissatisfied because- tendency to lower labor coses as low as possible solution, abolition of unions, w.as just enacred
Due to Nestle's refusal to follow more responsi- th~y are not sharing in these vast new pr~fits, · . and raise prii:es as high as possible._ Iri. so doing,· . in Poland. Is that what we wane in the United
he creates the illusion 'that unions are responsi- ·c States of. Amer_ica-?The union may share the blame for the
ble sales procedures, many organizations, including the Catholir Church, called for a boy- strike, but Mr. 6.,lair's cure is teio radical.
ble for high unemployment, high prices and
H.f. Daly
cott of Nestle products about five years ago.
Perhaps Mr. Blair would suggest surgical every other social ill. It is a two-way· street, Mr.
Xavier Universit1· is apparently ignoring the removal of· the· bladder as a cure for infant
Blair. Itis nocfair that labor must always make
. ·.·
entire boycott. Its hypocritical offenses go incontinence.
_ · sacrifices so that managemem.wina1ways profit .-~
from still selling· Nescle's products in the
A second assumption is "everybody agrees in the free-enterprise course of events.
Xavier Bookstore to holding one of the major , thaL the primary. purpose. of compulsorY. . A final, and possibly the most·, outlandish
... In the first issue of the. News you reported··
social events of the school year, the Home- unionism is to raise labor costs." I do not agree assumption, is t_hat unemploymennvot.ild be . that Ca~pus Ministry reports directly to the
coming Dance, at Stouffer's. (Althou,gh the with this statement and therefore, by virtue of elimina~ed if compulsory i.lnio4m · and. ·president ofthe university. The organizational
minimum. wage laws were· abolished. Hisfory chart rhl!t you printed in the most recent issue
hotel irself is a franchise bought from Nescle, my solo con_tendere, chis argument collapses
the food service, supplying all the refreshments u'nder the logical inconsistency of its construe- .. clearly shows diai: before unions and minimum . indicates otherwise;
·
_
don. l believe rhe role of unions is "co bargain wage· laws, there was unemployment. ',Mr. ·
at the dance, is owned entirely by Nestle.)
This'is to inform 'you that rhe initial article_is
Despite the fact that the location of the·. with management for the best interests of its Blair's point is, therefore, mooi:. Jr is also an in"·- correct. Fr> Don Nastold, S.J., our director,·
dance must be picked far in advance, the menibers. As a matter of fact unions have suit to those who.mffered through slave labor, reports directly to Fr. C_urrie:. ·
-:
. sweat shops, sixteen hou.r ·work days. and . Campus Ministry Staff
planners of the Homecoming should. have been recently accc-pred wage freezes and cuts.
••'

Nestle
Boycott/Homecoming

Min_· is.t_ry

I
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SG Senate candidates•• ~
TODD BRENNAN.·
The most complete way I
have ever heard to express
my views on Senate respon·
slblllties is this story told at
a National Honor Society
induction: ·
"There was a farmer who
was ·1n need of ·an extra hand
at ·harvest, so when a young
man applied the farmer asked him one .question: 'Why
should I hire you?' The young
man replied that he· could
'sleep when the wind blows.'
He was a personable fellow.
Many weeks' later a storm
blew in and the young man
could not be found. When the
farmer rushed out to prepare
-for · the storm he , found
everything was complete and
the young man slept quietly
in the barn. Only then did the
farmer. understand what the
man had said."
.
This is :my promise: to
draw from my past and utilize
it to never be caught off
guard In representing Xavier
students.

ding of how the meetings are
run and what things are
accomplished.

SOE DALEY'
I feel that I have a lot to of.
fer and am willing to see that
things are accomplished this
year. I'd like to see more uni·
ty on campus, especially be·
tween commuters and dorm
.. students. I would attempt to
achieve this by. working with
. the idea of "adopting" a com·
muter or dormie.
I would also like to work
for some needed im·
provements in the dorms,
such as the installation of ice
and cigarette machines. I'm
w i II in g to work w it h
students' ideas and suggestions this year and am asking
for support. ·
·
·

Freshman class candidates on _next page.

r

tee. As a Senator,
have
taken the role of being a
liaison between the student
body and Student Government. I plan .to continue my
work on the different committees and work on other
pro}ects that will promote
the interests of Xavier
students.·

THOJlllAS FRAZIER' IV
· I am advocating both ( 1) a
review of the student hand·
book, for I believe that it
does not coincide with actual
student life_and (2) a review
of Xavier beer policy, particularly in relation to club
meetings (ie·. Accounting,
Management, Finance.) I feel
as though there is a significant decline in membership
because of this policy.

CHA.ALES LENWAY

DAN DELL

As a member . of the
Stud.ent Government
Senate, my main goal would Senate is -~he very rope by
be to make all students, which a governmental
commuters and dormies, organization such as XCJ Stuaw'are of the ·different dent Government is· held
academic and social ac- · together. As a student
TARA COYT
tivities on and around Senator I believe it is, and
Senators have ·a certain Xavier's campus. The Clniver- hopefully will continue to be,
.responsibility to the student sity's academic clubs lack my duly elected responbody. When voting on issues full memberships and the sibility to help, inform, and
brought forth in Senate social activities are missing organize activites for the
- meetings, a senator is oblig · large crowds be ca use general XCJ student body. ·
My past involvements
ed to view these issues ac- students simply . are not in·
cording to how they will formed. My goal as Senator show my enthusiasm. As a
enhance the · Christian at- will be fulfilled when I unify current member of Senate I
mosphere . on Xavier's the gap between the com- have helped and organized a
muters and the dorm. variety of activities at XCJ
campus..
There is a definite need for students and inform them of ranging from a "Little Sibs"
more involvement among .the . a 11 the opp or t .~,n.ltJ e:s , catl\lv~l... to .. proposals. at
:. student\::·bocly• 1.•·Apathy:;:and ' available for their. benefit.. · amending , the XCJ .Student
procrastination. ·become · .· ·
·
Government Constitution
. when I deemed It necessary.
deffnfte inhibitors where stu· JlllARY DEYE . .
I hope that you will sup·
dent Involvement Is concern·As a current Senator, I feel
ed. Students should not only I h a v
the
o r k I n g port me throughout this
be made aware of various ac~ knowledge to truly represent . coming election and anxious·
tlvltles .. but encouraged to Xav'ler <Jnlverslty's student ly look forward to possible ·
join them and be seen as well . . body. I have actively worked events in which I may have
with Social Committee and the pleasure of meeting you
as heard.
Inviting more .people to sit Residence Halli Council, I am . personally. The vote is
in on Senate meetings will currently working with the ·yours. Decide with your
give them a better understan- Legislative·· Action Cc>mmit·. conscience.

e
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MOLLY McGONAGLE
I'm running for Senate
because I want to have the
opportunity to be a fresh link
from the· students to the Stu·
dent Government.-.
In the past 1. was co·

chairman of the Freshman enter a-different aspect of
Class Publicity Committee. school life here at Xavier. As
And within the next month I a freshman, I want to enwill be a · proxy seat in thusiastically accept the
Senate. I would love to ex- challenge of shaping Clniver.·
tend my upcoming proxy in sity policy and of representing the interests of my
the Senate into a full term.
fellow students. My past ex·
perience includes being vice
MARY PERSINGER
The XCJ Senate is the president in Charge of Enterstudents' best means of get- tainment at Cincinnati's St.
ting things accomplished to Xavier High School.
Being from Cincinnati and
promote their interests and
needs. I would like to en· living as a dorm student
courage all students to take gives me the sensitivity to
the time to vote next week, narrow the commuterand support those can· resident student gap. I also
didates you feel will best would like to help improve
the faculty evaluation
serve your interests!
system and the cafeteria
JEANNE RADEMACHER food service.
I was a Senator last year
and learned a lot about the ANGIE SOUZA
I hope to be a Senator
politics of Xavier. I feel that
experience is important and because I believe that
throug~ my work as chair of Senators get things done. As
· the Grill Committee, I think I a commuter, I feel I can bet·
have insight to the students' ter represent commuters and .
get their n~eds across to Stu·
,needs. . ;
dent Goveri11nent.
A Student Government
JlllARIA ROEBKER
As· a commuter at Xavier, I that reflects the interests of
will try to provide a liaison commuters Is Imperative at
,
between commuters and Xavier Clnlverslty.
As a member of the Studorm students. I will also
represent the whole student dent Relations Committee
body and present its wishes and several other student
to the Student Government organizations, I feel I have
as best I can. Because of my the experience necessary to
active involvement in Stu· be an effective Senator.
dent Government in all of my
four years in high school, I MISSY SPRAOL
Expertise and time to
feel I have .the necessary ex·. ·
volunteer are two necessary
perle~ce to do the job well.
requirements to be a
Senator. Cµrrently a
TED SCHOTTINGER
1. am running for Senate Senator, I hope to be rebecause the position would elected for a full term this
giv~ me the· opportunity to fall.
In my tenure as a Senator
and class representative I
have demonstrated that I am
willing to devote my time and
help to SG, which voices the
students' needs. I am
presently· a junior, serve on
the Commuter Council, Fine
Arts ...Committee and the
Xavier News. Thank you for
your considerat.lon.

Harvest
Festival
I

I."

.I

I
I

.. I

1 .. '

.1

·Family Day
Sat., Oct., 16, 1982
Xavier UniveMty
.·. Cj)-.Qaiit JJow
e&. rn- ··a1_
f
u o.~t5e .u Vte/f.e.,

PAULINE WIEMELS
I see my role in Senate as
one of responsiblllty and
honor. I am willing to uphold
this role by putting my .full
time and effort into my
assigned position. ·I will be
responsible for seeing that
the suggestions, complaints,
and ideas of the student body ·
are .heard and always considered in· the decisi.on. making of those In authority •
I hope that in my concern
for the interests of ·all the
students I can help unite our
school. Through my work in
my assigned standing committee I hope' to better XO for
commuters and residence
hall students alike.
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Freshma~

president_
'and
vice
president
...
-\

ED FRANCHI - Pre•ldent /
CARMEN MENDOZA - Vice
preeldent
.

As one means of Implementing our ideas. we would like to
generate the formation of a
group, a sounding board for
communicating clearly the
needs. opinions, complaints,
and praises of the entire Xavier
body to its members. In addl·
tlon, we would like to step-up
publicity of open Xavier activities to the general public.
Most Importantly, we will
always welcome the suggestions and criticism~ of all
Individuals.

We believe that It is the role of
the president and vice president
· to work together in helping provide an open medium between
students as well as between
students and faculty members.
In order to be open to the vast
range of needs and feelings of
both students and ad·
mlnlstrators. a president and
vice president must be sympathetic. understanding. generally
concerned. and willing to be
listeners as well as speakers.

.JEFF McHENRY
Pre•ldent
CHRIS OTT - Vice
pre•ldent

-As well as serving as
mediums for the class. these
two positions require a great
_ deal of responslblllty and an
ability to maintain organization.
Such roles of leadership must
be seen by the officers as positions established to achieve progress for the entire community.
not to· gain popularity and
prestige for the Individual In
office.
Our goal is to see student and
faculty members working
cooperatively to make Xavier
University a better place to live.
study. worship. and socialize.

It Is our Intention to make the
freshman year at Xavier a most
enjoyable experience. A band
has already· been commissioned
for the freshman toga party by
our campaign committee.

DANA O'DONNELL Pre•ldent
1
LISA MOHR - Vice
preeldent
We see the job as a challenge
to uphold the standards of
Xavier University while at the
same time have a fresh outlook

• Improved · maintenance of
on communication for our
residence halls (I.e. broken.
freshman class.
As pr~sldent and vice presl· lavatory windows. Insect exter-,
dent we plan to accomplish mlnatlon. trash In the halls. lack
whatever needs. to be done of paper products In lavatories.
spiritually. academically. or repairing ping pong table and
socially to provide a good time other gameroom and lounge
for all and ensure that this facilities).
* More Involvement of com~
freshman class is one of unity. ·
muter,s through school activities. such as a commute~
THOMAS SALATTO sleep-over. cookouts. In·
Pre•ldent
.JULEE KN-OR - Vice tramurals. and parties.
• More Interaction between
pre•ldent
Our role In Student Govern- Edgecliff and main campus
ment If elected Is to act as a students. more Involvement for
liaison between student· and ad- Edgecliff students on the main
ministration. We wlll try to ac- campus.
company the student In every
way possible so that his/her
•Closer .ties between
relationship with the ad- students and faculty.
ministration Is a healthy and
• Increase student to student
profitable one for bo"th parties.
relations by plannlng more activities solely for that purpose.
We will get· to know the ad• Higher quality and greater
ministration and attempt to par- variety of food In the cafeteria.
take In • as many activities as
• Better laundry facllltles.
possible so that we might better
• Better llghtlng In front of
know how to ·facilitate our dorms; ·1nhallways, In front of
powers In a positive and Xavier ~n · hill facing Victory
beneficial manner for the stu- Parkway~!:- : . ·
dent as w ·e·l I a S' the
• A.· sound · system for the
administration.
gymnasium.
. Our goals and priorities are as
• A fund-raiser for new equip·
follows:.
· ment for the Xavier News.

• A fund-raiser for riew equip·
·
ment for lntramurals.

ROBERT LARSON :..
Pre•ldent·
LAURA MAGNER, Vice
pre•ldent·
·
As president and vice·
we don't see
ourselves as· separate from the
class, but closer to It. If elected
we will use these offices as an
extension of the. class. to execute the Ideas, activities and
events which the class wants.
to do this, we would like to
establish a freshman senate,
with representatives from each .
freshman wing In Brockman,
Kuhlman. and Husman. and a
representative group ·of commuters. This senate would meet
regularly to enable us to realize
the Ideas and goals of the class.
presld~nt.

While we have both had con·
slderable experience In leader~
ship positions In·high school, we
expect the offices for which we
are running to entail much more
sacrifice, Involvement, and · Initiative. We are ready to ·accept
the challenge our offices present, and work to fulflll'.these
goals.

Candidates for freshman representatives •••
Marlcel Albarracin
As a candidate for freshman
class representative, I feel my
most Important role is to be
sensitive to the needs, problems, and concerns of my
fellow· freshmen. In recognlz~ng
these, l feeHt.ls my task to)del'.'~
. tlfy ;·express. ·and' present these'
issues to those who can directly
solve these problems. By
associating myself among the
freshman clas!: it would enable
me to listen to their opinions.
and In return. act on their Ideas.
Thus, ttie freshman class would
be more united with the Student
Government.

Alicia Bautl•ta

.

As a respresentatlve and commuter In the class of '86, I know
I can ·bring the class closer
together and get through· a
successful year. I've had four
years of experience In Student
Council In high school so I know
I can do the job. I am hoping for
your vote and support.

Cllrla Beer
The role of freshman class
representative is to organize and
follow through with all the Ideas
that are put before them. It is
the freshman class representative's job to stay in contact
with freshman students (by
phone or direct contact) and present them to the Student

Government.
The prime problem for our
freshman class now Is that there
Is a gap between the freshman
residents and freshman com· muters. The gap needs- to be
fllled.
I would Implement these
.- Ideas by communicating wlth
the freshman class and encouraging and carrying out Ideas.

Mary Blade•
As a freshman representative,
I feel my role would be to convey
the needs of the freshman class
to Student Government as well
as keep the freshman .. Informed
of what SG Is doing. I would also
help the class president and vice
president to serve the class In
the best way possible.
The most Important thing I'd
hope to accomplish would be to
bring the freshman class closer
together and make It more fully
a part of .the family spirit ·of
Xavier. I hope to have the fresh·
man class more Involved In the
planning of SG activities.
.The best way I see to accomplish these goals Is to be open to
waat the freshman aire saying,
Doth informally and at class
- meetings, and to communicate
to them what they need to know,
In whatever way I can. ·
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Randy Bourquin .

..

As a freshman class represen·
You've got a new friend in
town! A brand new
Dom.ino's Pizza store is
now open in your neigh·
borhood and ready to
deliver a hol, custom·
made pizza to you in 30
minutes or less.
At Domino's Pizza, we
take pride in our pizzawe use only 100% real
dairy cheese, our own
special sauce, and a great
choice of toppings. Try
our 30 minute, tree
delivery tonight.
Join us in our opening
celebration ! Call us.
Domino'• Pizza Delivers:·

tatlve, I see my .role as that of a freshman class and the Student accomplish this goal, I am will·
medium through which fresh· Government because without ing to put a lot of time and effort
men can express their concerns, communication the Student into helping the president and
desires, and goals .to Student Government cannot respond to vice president plan variOus
Government. Communication is the cries of ~he people. I will ex- social activities ,for our class.
the key to this position, and as ecute this by ke~lng In cons- These social activities will help
your freshman repr~s~ntatlve) tant contact with the freshman ·us get to know each other, to en·
will be wllllngto p~tln ttte tl~e. •:stu~~ntbod'y_ and. the Student joy our freshman year and to become a . vital part of Xavier .
to listen to my classmates ;and, .. ·. Qove_rnment offlelals.
University.
·
to report their expectations and
criticisms pertaining to class Connie Ro••
As a class representative, I Gary Topper
activities.
The role of the office for which
would work · closely with our
class president and vice presl· I am running ·would be to repreDina
As ·a freshman, I feel that dent. I would report to them the sent the entire freshman class
to the best of my ability.
class representative would be a views of our freshman class.
. My main objective would be
I seek to make the freshman
challenge for me to get to know
and help each other and every being available to all freshmen class as successful and prosfor whatever Ideas they have. perous as possible.
.
Individual.
I would act to Implement my
.way I would do this would
I feel that I have great quali- The
1
fications .for this job. I am a be by setting up some type of of· Ideas through being the voice of
flce
hours so that people could the student body and receiving
graduate of Magnlflcat High
School In Rocky River, Ohio, come to me with their Ideas. It feedback.
where I held a homeroom would be an advantageous exrepresentative office . and was p er I enc e to meet many .Janlce1Worland
active In other extracurricular freshmen and get many different. --- I feel my role as class
.
representative Is to gather Ideas
opportunities. I plan to devote a views.
and feelings from mY class and
lot of my time to make each and
report them to our president and
every Individual happy, so vote · Nancy Smltll.
Dina Haas for ·class repr:_esen· . .1 feel the • role of a repre- vice president.-. As class
. sentatlve Is · to work hard, -to representative I feel I should be
tative.
"
· spend time gathering ideas by aware and In tune with what
Antolnl .Jone•
, r . . communicating with people, to activities are appreciated and
The role of a freshman · relate these goals to the class what new ideas the freshmen
representative Is to act as an · president and vice president, · can contribute to Xavier. I could
Intermediary between the · and to help make these goals In· accomplish this by continuing
freshman class-and the Student to realities;
.
·
to meet people because each
/
Government. I will strive to atI would like to see the mem- person's feelings and reactions
taln a strong ·means of com· bers of our freshman class · are Important at a small univermunlc-atlon ''he tween the become like a family• In order to sity like Xavier. ·.

ff•••

Fast... Free·
Delivery ·

Call us.

'

Our Superb
Pizza
, 12' 1 cheese $4.50 ·
16'~ cheese $6.60
Ch~He

Additional Items

Our drivers carry less
than $10.op.
·
Limited delivery area.

Pepperoni, Mushrooms.
Ham, Onions. Anchovies,
Green Peppers. Olives,
Sausage, Ground Beef,
Hot Peppers; Double.
Cheese, Extra Thick Crust
12" pizza $ · .85 per item
16" pizza s 1.25 per item

Hours:
11 A.M. - 1:00 A.M.
Sun. - Thurs.

Prices do not include tax.
We UH only 100% real
dairy cheeM":

396~7400
3115 Monttomery Ad.

· ·L1981 _Oo,.uno·, P•U• tnc

11 A.M. - 3:00 A.M.
Fri. & S_at:

r···-··~··•·••••••••••••

! · a1_s2.oo ·· · i
I

.

I

. or more pizza.

1
I
I

'

I

I

I
I

Not valid With any other
offer.
Expires:

1.
I

III

,Fast, Free Delivery

I
1
I

The location serving you:

f-'li\ ~ Dellverv

1--·

DmltllKf1 Plzz,l'

'I

.·-·
I.

I

$2.oo off a 16" 2 item.

.I

I

II

Off! .

®

I

L

-3.915 Montgomery ·Rd.·

ml:.

II

391! Monti•u: n1Jry

.

.

I

Phnn,,· ·~06· 74UO
LmliTed <1eliverv area

.

.
.

,Our Urtvers ca1 ry less than $10 : \

17716/2301

.

.
.

I
I

II

I
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Women's·. volleyball on hotstreak
The next home game for the·
vol/eybal/ers will be against Bellar-

By WAVNE WIGGINS
Sports Editor

-

The Lady Musketeer volleyball team 1
played three matches this week and.
came out victors in all of them.
The first match was against Mount
Saint Joseph in Schmidt Fieldhouse.
In the first contest of the match,
Xavier won by a score of 15-11, but
the next game the Lady Muskies
didn't fare as well, as they dropped it
7-15. In the following game the
Muskies found that missing spark
and easily defeated Mount Saint
Joseph by scores of 15 -6 ,.and 15-2.
Two days later the Musketeers
played Wilmington College and
handed them a quick defeat by winning 15-9 in both sets.

1·1!

ii:

~

l

-Women's Soccer
.
team har.d at work -

Claire Hauck Is frustrated In
her attempt to get. the ball away from a teammate as Dan Geeding
·.
.
. (upper left) and Kathy Kirk (upper right) observe.

/

~

mine College on October 26 at 6:30
:\ fl.1~· Fiddho11se.

XU Rifle team joins Big 10

Xavier's Rifle Team will travel to
Ohio State University Samrday,
October 16, to face the powerful
OSU and Eastern Kentucky University teams.
'·'The ·schools we are shooting
against give rifle scholarships and we
(Xavier) don't, so they should be
good," said Chuck Kelly, second
year member.'
Formerly a club, the Rifle Team is·
now an official varsity sport. The
change was due to an NCAA regulation that a school must have a certain
In the ·next match they played number of varsity sports to parFindley. C~l!eg~ and won the first set ticipate in Midwestern City Confer. ... . .
15-11,,~1,1~;, Fi"d.!c;y :ipulled together ence (MCC) tournaments.
The shooting MuskieS, •.ha.Ye · .~lso
and beat., die: ~uskies 13-15. In the
third set . ~ch~ :~·~skies showed what joined the "Big 10~·. :Conference
makes ~~pm 1 ~in~e~si~Y ripping the . because most MCC schCiols, do -not
fron,t line on .F!n~ley College with have rifle teams. According to Kelly,
spikes and adding a 15-7 victory to the team will be competing against
Notre Dame University and the
their record.

University of Detroit, among others.
Kelly hoped chat the team would
rank at least fourth in the ''Big 10''.
The top four shooters score for
each team, and Kelly estimated that
Xavier's .average should· be over 1000
points of a possible 1200. He noted,
though, that shooting is a difficult
sport. ''It's very draining to hold a 16
pound rifle for three hours.''
Returning members from last
year's club are senior Greg Weisgerber; juniors Jerry Ni and Kevin
Jasterzemski; and sophomore· Chuck
Kelly.
Alan Joseph, an old rifle team
mem.ber and 1980 Xavier graduate, is
coaching the team this year.

·Sports
Shorts
By JOE TEPAS

When your folks forgot they already
....· ·.sentyou spe.nding tnonex
11
Looks like a Stroh Light night.''

Sport1 R•port•r

Good things keep-happening for
the Xavier Women's Soccer Team' as
it remains undefeated after five
games by soundly defeating Mount
SaintJoseph's 5-0.
Mary Clair Hackman led the way
by scoring midway through the first
half. Hackman then came back in the
second half and put in two more,
making it 3-0 Xavier. The. Mount's
defense could not. hold back Julie
Handorf ana Missy Williams as they
both scored near the end of the second half.
The Women are playing their first
season as a club sport at Xavier and
are coached by John Ford and
moderator Dan Geeding
'
The team .was formed last spring,
and at that time they played against
local groups in the Cincinnati Recreation Commission Leagues.
Ford indicated that this season is
different. "This is our first competitive season,". he said. "We're
now on an NCAA schedule and are
.Playing many other universities
'
:around the area."
The Women's soccer team lost a
.1011gh game Ip the Unit1ersity of Cin.cinnati this weekend by a score of
3-0. The Lady Muskies play. at home
on Saturday against Denison Unit1ers1iy. Their record is now J · J.

·i-

By MICHAEL McCANN
Spott• R9pclrt•r

The truth is, whether you've
gotten surprise money or n<?t, for
great times, Stroh Light is always
·a good investment.

On that rare occasion, when you .·
find yourself With extra money, treat
yourself aod your friends to a night
you'll.remember. A Stroh Light night.
Stroh Light is ~he great-tasting beer ·
,: ·
that doesn't fill you up. · ·

.

LDolts like a

11

Stroh Light night:'_

.

The Xavier harriers won their second meet of the season, defeating
Wilmington 26-34 in a dual meet at
French Park. It was the Muskies' best
effort this season, as several runners
picked up the slack 'for Sean Mulla
who was absent with a bad ankle.
John Boylan again led the way for
Xavier, handling t~e rough four mile
course in 21: 51 to'finish third overall.
· Mike McCann finished fourth in
22:15 and was .followed by Doug
Frierott, who ran his strongest race of
the year in· 22:i9. Duke Kerley and
Tim Halloran posted clutch performances to place fourth and fifth for
Xavier and John Nunan, Fred Yost
and Joe Coughlin also ran well.
Boylan, a transfer from Lorain·
, Community College, has been a
bright spot for the Xavier harriers chis
year. He is a product ofElyria Catholic
High School, in Elyria, Ohio, where
he helped his team capture back-toback- stare titles in 1977-78 and a
runners-up finish in 1979. He also
earned - Academic . All-American
honors while at Lorain Community
College.
The M11skies run in the All-Ohio

•·-.'.-iillii-....-.-..................................................... meetthhweekend.
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Refreshing,· lig~t-hearted comedy
highly commends Charley's Aunt
By TREY DALY
Entert1lnm1nt Critic

How timely is a 19th Century
British farce when presented on a
"sophisticated" 20th Century
American university campus? If you
consider the recent success of
Bnfleshead Revisited anp Victor I Vic. /Iona, this story of a cross-sexual masquerade on the. Harvard campus of
1892 might have a chance. In fact, if
you are looking for two hours of
light, refreshing fun, Charley's Aunt
solidly hit~ the mark.
The Xavier Theater Arts Department and Xavier Players' production
of Brandon Thomas' Charley's Aunt·
continues its run in the University
Center Theater with 8:00 p.m. performances tonight, Friday and Sunday. The 90-year old material holds
up surprisingly well.
The story revolves around two Har-

-•?01t SfAif!U-•
Two hands arc better than one.

vard men, Jack Oohn Wasiniak) and flow to a play whose staging could
Charley Oames Burwinkle), and their easily have become too confused.·
attempt to win the hearts of their Especially ingenious is the thematic
beloved with the help of Charley's extension into the between-act set
millionaire aunt. Unfortunately, changes.
John Gilmore has designed a
Charley's aunt does not arrive when
scheduled but Hasty Puddingite gorgeous set, with plush curtains and
Carter Babbs saves the day when he Doric columns that is surprisingly
agrees to fill her shoes ... and more. A c;asy to transform. Together with Karl
delightfully daffy and hilariously Wendelin's beautifully authentic
costumes, the whole production is
confusing love story ensues.
.
Holding all this ludicrousness entirely top drawer.
Notable among the suppor~ing
together is a brave and brazen performance by Tim Champion. Brave cast are Annie Fitzpatrick as the
because Champion spends most of bubble-headed Miss Amy Speuiguci"
the play in a dress and wig and who gets a laugh every time she
opens her mouth, and Ed Franchi as
brazen because he does it so well.
Refusing to let the.predictable ploi: Stephen Spettigue, the meandrag (excuse the pun) along, Cham- spirited little runt who gets a ·laugh
pion fills the role with just the right every time he walks across the stage.
amq_unt of exuberant flamboyance. Patricia Gura also impresses as .fresh
This is an actor having fun with a role faced Ela .Delahay whose infectious
and-letting the audience· enjoy it smile just makes you feel happy.
every bit as much. ·
And that is what Char/ey's•Au~t is·
Technically, the production is , all about. Come in from .the cold, ·
packaged very well. Guest director hard world of reality aod ·enjoy an
Tom McElfresh has created a steady evening of pure, unadulterated fun.

Jim Burwinkel, JC,hn WHlril1k1 Annie Fitzpatrick and Noreen Sullivan (I. tor.)
lead the Xavier Players In the Xavier Theatre Art Department's continuing
production of Charley'• Aunt. Performances can still be enjoyed tonight, Fri·
.
day, and Sunday at 8 p.m. In the University. Center '.fheatre.

lbmon, Your parry was '"rhc whip,'" bur did I sec you
gcning some npcricncc?
Buggalla! Buggalla! How do you rake rejccrion? P.S.
Plcasr don't wear those 100 liulc orange shorts anymore.
Dear Buggalla, Buggalla, If you i"'isr on wearing
leather jaclcccs, pltase, refrain from wearing the long,
our·of-srylc PLASTIC-learher jackers.
Rifle 1<am. Good luck ar OSU Sarurday. Show 'em ya
;:m wh:u it rakes to win! The Bullcnts!
Happy Binhday. Damon. From 1hc Gradual<
Congrats Cross Country team on winning the orhcr
day-Scb Coe, S1<ve Scon, and John Walker
When is "Sheila's" next party j>ranut?
Joe 8. I havc a cnuh on you, more later-Your secret
admirer
Hey Drcarnb0a1 •.whcp do .1 get my reward? Cubby
, 'fll ANTED: .ACTOllS, · ACTill!SSES, DANCEllS, All' .
: .TISTS .OP .t>-NY. MEDIUM AND :rECHNICAL CRl!W .. ·
Posirion( available for Cablr"tdniision program'of• 'The '
Busfocssman.'' &pcrirncc not required, sign up today
ar XU or Edgecliff 1hntres or call 221 ·8)68 ask for An·
d1<w. EXCELI.ENT for RESUME and for amusc:menr.

Well, I'm back!
Damon, Do you rcmcmocr the 8th night of October?
Studrm GOvcrnmcnt is going to be tabled, vetoed and
impeached righr off rhe baseball diamond by 1he
awesome power and poise of the Xa11ier News staff!

Dad, we arc glad you made it through yr-.ar
rwo-10/9/80-10/9/82. Love, JMH and DTH.
Scott, arc you ready for another round of RHPS? Please
conscnr! (Besides you're the only orie who knows wha1
ro scream!)
Dear Tateno1-Thanks foi a great time! We should do
i1 again, only let's start a bi1 earlier!
Arc the srnk.s done?
JMH. what's even worse, no one takes me scriouSly!

MITT

.

MBT. I rake you seriously. Giggle Giggle. JMH
Mary-It's a big decision-Be careful.
Kaihy-Dino
.. L.M.-Don'1 kl guys g<1 you DOWN. Love, Dad.
Roger-de:med your room lately?
Roger-How's

Ml'IO~?

Susan P.-When's 1hc wedding?
Sheila K-how was rhe B·day kiss?
Bill-keep your feel on Sue's shoes!
Rob, whc1<'s your Izod 1oday? SAK, SMH LAW, esp.
SAK
R.H. Docs 1<d hair drive you wild?
PUFO-How abour you? JMH
Wam1 fires, carpeted floors and you_ arc just a few of my
favorite things .. :
Why don't you major in culinary cooking (or how
cook srealts IOI?)

IO

I don'r do windows bur I'm nor bad help for a l.aRosa's

pizza.

.

l.osen of Friday's Sofrball Challenge have ro buy rhe
cOokics and cream ice cream for the winners.

Sami-1camo
Pat, the sreab were incredible-and so were the girls!

Bill
Linda-Norhing goes wirh scrambled eggs like Bob
Dylan.
You got a Iona ntf\le .. oh when the shark bites ... I gol·
c.:;1 get oura this TENT . ._ .

Pat-Campground Massacre turns Apartment 3·G. You
really miS5t'd out-1.inda, Claire, JuJie and friend
PUFO-Happy Swmesr Day! JHM
Casi of Charley's Aunr-Good job and good luck!
K_iny 5.-Ar< Jack and Charley really in love, wo~
Ed F.-Nein time, try a teacup instl'a<l of a hat.
Pershing Rifles:· Airborne·all chc way and every occasion
is an occ:i.sion m party. OOoooaaahhh.
PR's D_ges 1hc "P" really staild·for "Pershing" or dot:!i

it sr:md for "Party."
As long as we have a good 1ime, IT DOESN'T MATTER.
WOW! CRAZY MAN!!!

Wine-Do you rhink our parents had a relaxing week·
end?
Mary D.-Do you always faU off docks?
W'hc~e's

1hat pany animal?

Presenting High Bias II and

the Ultimate ~ . Guarantee.

Memorex presents High Bias II, a.ta.peso
extraordtna.ry, we're· going to gu&rantee.1t forever.

· . We'll ~1ife-like sound

. . . . ·.. .

Because Perma.pass;M our unique oxide bonding process; locks . . ,
each oxide Particle-.each_musica.l detail-onto the ta.pa Sci:in:us1c·
s~s live. Notjust the let pl8'Y-·0r the lOOOth~ But forever. .. ·

,
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We'll~ th.a caBs0tte.- lllll 1111111 n•11,.

Every facet of·our cassette. is engineered to protect the
ta.pa Our waved-wafer improves ta.pa-wind. Silicone- . · . ·
trea.tedroller.stiisure smooth, precise. _tape all
. - grunent. :
Housing is m&.de strong by a design ~queto·Me~ore:X:. ·

We'll ~tee tliem forever.

Ifyou are ever d1Ssa.t1sfled with Memorex High Bi~ II,

ma.11 us the ~pe a.nd we'll repla.ce it free.,

· ·
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